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Greetings from the Department chair
Dear Alumni, Friends and Supporters,
Greetings from the Department of Religious Studies at the University of Kansas.
The Department is pleased to offer our
annual newsletter. Over the past year
and a half, COVID-19 presented a host of
challenges to higher education. Our department, like the rest of KU and the
world, was faced with a unique set of
unprecedented circumstances.
I am so proud of how everyone associated with Religious Studies “pivoted,” not
once, but several times during this pandemic. I want to commend all our students, as well as faculty and staff, for
their hard work and positive attitudes
during a time like no
other. Faculty innovated in the classroom to provide
meaningful educational experiences for
students, whether
those classes were
taught virtually or in
person. Students remained focused on
fulfilling their educational goals. For our
graduating Religious Studies majors and
minors, this was especially challenging,
but you did it. Congratulations!

A special thank you also goes to Patricia
Cecil, REL Archivist Associate, for her dedicated work during the pandemic. During
this time, Patricia wrote a successful updated Humanities Kansas grant proposal
to support the Faith and Religion in the
Free State podcast project, for which she
also serves as principal investigator. You
can read more about the project in this
newsletter, which itself is a product of
Patricia’s design and production. In addition, she ensured that all health protocols
were followed in Smith Hall, and as soon
as it was allowed, reopened the Moore
Reading Room (MRR). The MRR, as it has

done for years, once again provided a
quiet and welcoming place for students
to study, perform research, pause between classes, or wait for their buses
(socially distanced of course).
I also want to thank the Board Members
of the Friends of the Department of Religious Studies (FODORS) for their ongoing
and steadfast support of the department.
Members take time out of their busy
schedules to serve on the Board, and we
appreciate your service and dedication.
Finally, I want to extend thanks and congratulations to two of our long-serving
faculty members, Paul Mirecki and Dan
Stevenson, who both retired this past
year. I know I speak for everyone in Religious Studies when I say we are grateful
to have been your colleagues and students, and thankful for your contributions to the Department, the University,
and your fields of study. Good luck and
happy retirement!
Over the past year and a half, though we
could not meet in person, Religious Studies faculty, staff and students came together virtually to support one another
and get through this most difficult time.
The department hosted several online
colloquia, where faculty members and
students were able to share their research. In addition, online KAHOOT sessions offered a bit of occasional fun and a
different kind of opportunity for students, staff and faculty to interact and
test their trivia skills. You can read more
about these activities in the newsletter.
Regrettably, our annual FODORS lecture
and campus visit had to be canceled in
Spring 2020. However, our speaker, Professor Judith Weisenfeld, kindly agreed to
join us virtually in Spring 2021. Professor
Weisenfeld is the Agate Brown and
George L. Collord Professor of Religion
and Associate Faculty in the Department

of African American Studies and Program
in Gender and Sexuality Studies at Princeton University. In addition to giving the
FODORS public lecture (you can read
more about the topic in the newsletter),
Professor Weisenfeld spoke at a departmental colloquium and visited with an
undergraduate course taught by Rachel
Schwaller. Thank you to Professor Weisenfeld for visiting with us here at KU!
*

*

*

The Department of Religious Studies at
the University of Kansas is proud to continue the important work of studying
religions that began over a century ago
on the corner of Oread Avenue and 13th
Street. While the world we live in has
seen many changes since the beginning
of the twentieth century, one constant
has been the need for informed and
thoughtful teaching and research in the
field of the academic study of religions.
At present this need is as pressing as ever. As the only degree-granting program
in religious studies at a public university
in Kansas, we remain committed to our
mission: educating and mentoring students; contributing to religious literacy
on campus and beyond; and producing
high-quality scholarship.

Please read more in the following pages
about our departmental activities and the
exciting and varied endeavors of our faculty, staff and students. We hope to see
you in person at an upcoming event next
year, when we hope that university life
will return to some sense of normalcy.
Finally, if you are so inclined, I hope that
you will consider making a donation to
the department. We could not accomplish all that we do without you.
Sincerely,
Michael Zogry
Chair, Religious Studies
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Religious Studies Departmental events, 2020-21
2021 Annual Friends of the Department of Religious Studies Speaker, Dr. Judith Weisenfeld
The Department of Religious Studies welcomed Dr. Judith Weisenfeld, Agate
Brown and George L. Collord Professor of Religion at Princeton University , as
our annual FODORS speaker on Monday, May 3rd, 2021. ““Spiritual Madness:
Race, Psychiatry, and African American Religions” explored late nineteenth and
early twentieth-century psychiatric theories about race, religion, and the
“normal mind” and showed how the emerging specialty of psychiatry drew on
works from history of religions to make racialized claims about African Americans’ “traits of character, habit, and behavior.” Dr. Weisenfeld’s history of the
intersections of psychiatry and African American religions shed light on how
ideas about race, religion, and mental normalcy shaped African American experience in courts and mental hospitals and on the role the racialization of religion
played more broadly in the history of medicine, legal history, and the history of
disability.

Religious Studies Digital Scholar Talk: Dr. Samuel Brody, April 19, 2021
“Jewish Economic Ethics in the
Neoliberal Era, 1980-2016”
A new and distinct genre of Jewish economic ethics emerged in the early 1980s,
combining traditional halakhic discourse
with professional-style ethics and
academic economics. This field was
further divided into "progressive" and
"conservative" subgenres, both of which
bore the marks of their era in terms of
their conception, organization, and
subject matter. Dr. Brody argued during
this Zoom event that the period during
which this genre could flourish is already over, and that what comes next in Jewish economic ethics will incorporate more history and political economy while being more ideologically explicit.

Religious Studies Trivia Breaks: March 8 & 26, 2021
In April 2019, the Religious Studies
Department began hosting informal trivia
breaks. Trivia breaks are open to all CLAS
students, with an emphasis on building
relationships between Religious Studies
faculty, majors, minors, and graduate
students. During the mostly remote year,
trivia breaks were held on Zoom using the
online quiz tool “Kahoot”. Participants
enjoyed answering trivia on a range of
topics.
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Religious Studies Departmental events, 2020-21
Virtual Graduate Student Colloquium: Ahmad Mustafa, November 16, 2020
“Objectives of Islamic Law”
Religious Studies graduate student
Ahmad Mustafa presented "Objectives
of Islamic Law" followed by an informal
question and answer session with
faculty and students.

Religious Studies Digital Scholar Talk: Dr. Molly Zahn,
November 9, 2020
“Scribes as Authors in the Dead Sea Scrolls”
One of the most basic beliefs about scripture in both Judaism and
Christianity is that it is fixed. It can be (often must be) interpreted, but it cannot actually be changed. Dr.
Zahn’s research focuses on a period in
Jewish history when the books of the
Bible (and other texts) were viewed as
sacred and authoritative, but could still
be changed. In this talk Dr. Zahn
showed how early Jewish scribes not
only transmitted but transformed and
therefore created scripture as we know
it, and discussed the implications for
our understanding of the Bible and of
scripture as a cross-cultural concept.
Watch the video recording of this talk.

Want the latest updates on Religious Studies events
in your inbox?

Sign up for our emails
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Activities of Department Faculty and lecturers
Jacquelene Brinton (Associate
Professor, Islam, Graduate Director) This past year has been difficult for everyone, and I am no exception. In late winter of 2020, I
received funding from the Hall
Center to travel to Egypt to study
the incorporation of women
preachers into al-Azhar, most respected religious institution in
Egypt, but my trip was cancelled
due to covid-19. My research was
also delayed, as an article and
book chapter were put on hold
because editors and reviewers
were, of course, also dealing with
the effects of the pandemic. On a
brighter note, I did teach a new
ethics class online in spring 2021,
REL 102 Religion and Violence: An
Ethical Approach. The class is focused on the Jewish, Christian,
and Muslim theories of war and
peace and how those theories
have played out in different cases
and examples. I managed to prerecord the lectures at home, and
although the recording software
was anything but user friendly, I
was ultimately happy with the results. I hope to teach the class regularly as a hybrid course with
online lectures and in-person discussion sections.

Samuel Brody (Associate Professor, Judaism and Undergraduate Director) Since the publication
of his book on Judaism and politics
in 2018, Prof. Brody's research has
turned to focus on Judaism and
economics. In 2020, that work began to bear fruit with articles published or accepted in The Jewish
Quarterly Review ("What Great

Transformation? Continuity, Rupture, and Capitalism in TwentyFirst Century Jewish Studies") and
The Journal of Jewish Ethics
("Jewish Economic Ethics in the
Neoliberal Era, 1980-2016"). He
also published a piece on Universal Basic Income in the online forum of the Berkley Institute at
Georgetown University. Finally, he
developed this research into a
new undergraduate course,
"Prophets and Profits," set to be
taught for the first time in spring
2021.

Bill Lindsey (Associate Professor, Japanese religions) created an
online version of REL 106 Asian
Religions, which, joining the other
distant learning course options of
his colleagues, allowed the Department to offer a fully online
minor. He was also in the physical
classroom in the fall teaching REL
106 and REL 509 Religion in Japan.
Set to deliver a paper in Spring on
Japanese folk studies and children’s toys in pre-war Japan at the
28th ICCP World Play Conference
in Madrid, plans were cut when
the conference was cancelled due
to the pandemic. He is now expanding it into an article length
manuscript.

Daniel Stevenson (Professor,
Buddhist ritual in China; the construction of Buddhist values and
identities) In spring of 2020, Dr.
Stevenson completed his six years
of service as co-editor of the Journal for Chinese Buddhist Studies;
he continues to serve as co-editor
for the Sheng Yen Chinese Bud-

dhism Series published by Columbia University Press. During the
past year he was invited to write
extended forward for the revised,
second edition of Dr. Chun-fang
Yu's Chinese Buddhist Revival,
which was released by Columbia
University Press last month.
Though he was scheduled to present papers at the annual meeting
of the American Academy of Religion and for a special conference
on "Buddhism and the Senses" to
be held in conjunction with the
opening of a national Smithsonian
exhibit on Buddhist imagery, both
events were postponed due to the
pandemic. In spring of 2021, he
continues to offer his online version of REL 360, Buddhist Traditions in Asia, and teach the Senior
Seminar on Theories and Methods
(REL 490) for graduating Religious
Studies majors. Spring of 2021 will
be his final last semester at KU,
with plans to retire in May of
2021.

Rachel Schwaller (Lecturer,
American religions) Rachel
Schwaller’ s primary field focuses
on Christianity in America with a
particular interest in scriptural interpretation, race, colonialism,
and economics. She uses a mixture of archival and ethnographic
methodologies to uncover how
people have made written scriptures active in their everyday lives.
Her recent work focuses on how
average white conservative evangelical Christians have interpreted
scriptures in order to support free
market economics,
Continued on next page
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Activities of Department Faculty and lecturers
and, importantly, the effects that interpretation has
had on minority populations in the U.S. In the future, she hopes to expand this analysis to include
other Christian groups including progressive
protestant denominations
Currently, Rachel Schwaller teaches REL 171Religion
in American Society and is also a lecturer in the History Department at KU.

visits to Baker University Wetlands, KU’s Prairie Acre,
and the Spencer Art Museum.

Michael Zogry (Associate Professor and Chair, Reli-

gious Studies). Last year he continued work on his
next book, Religion and Basketball: Naismith’s Game.
He also completed editorial work on his co-edited
volume of essays, Native Foodways: Indigenous
North American Religious Traditions and Foods, as it
Molly Zahn (Professor, Hebrew Bible and early Ju- moved through the various stages of the publication
daism)
process. The book was published in 2021. He wrote
Molly Zahn had a busy year despite the disruptions
the introduction for the book, which is dedicated to
of the pandemic. Her second book, Genres of Rehis dissertation advisor, Dr. Inés M. Talamantez. You
writing in Second Temple Juda- can read more about her life and work here. In SP
Congratulations to ism, published by Cambridge,
2020, Zogry taught a new graduate seminar course
appeared
in
June
2020.
Though
Dr. Zahn, promoted
for the first time, Topics in Religion and Society: Case
a
couple
of
planned
conferStudies in the United States. The course was cross
to Professor this
ences were canceled or postlisted with the Indigenous Studies Program at KU.
year!
poned, she was able to give a
The selected case studies were from Indigenous
number of virtual talks and
North American, Latinx and African American reliseminars connected to the book, and also appeared gious communities. Issues that united the case studon the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences Unwind- ies included religion and identity, religion and land,
ing podcast. Teaching highlights included two new
and questions related to the historiography of relicourses: The Jewish World of Jesus, which survived
gions in the United States. He plans to teach a verthe pivot to online learning in Spring 2020, and in the sion of this course at the undergraduate level in upfall a First-Year Seminar entitled “God vs. Green? The coming semesters. He also taught REL 104: IntroducRelationship between Religion and Environmentaltion to Religious Studies. Finally, Zogry completed
ism.” With proper precautions in place, the seminar another year as a member of the national steering
was able to meet several times outdoors, including
committee for the Native Traditions in the Americas
Group, American Academy of Religion.

Best Wishes for Retirement
Paul Mirecki (Associate Professor) Dr. Paul Mirecki joined the Religious Studies faculty in
1989. He taught thousands of Jayhawks over the years in his REL/JWSH 124 Understanding
the Bible course. Dr. Mirecki mentored graduate and undergraduate students in Ancient
Mediterranean religions and languages, and brought a wealth of knowledge to the department pertaining to early Christian history and literature, Jewish history, and archaeology
and religion. Dr. Mirecki retired after the fall 2020 semester. Thank you for your years of
service, Dr. Mirecki.

Daniel Stevenson (Professor) Daniel Stevenson joined the Religious Studies faculty in
1992. During his time at KU, he contributed much to the scholarship of his field in Chinese
Buddhism. He mentored many graduate and undergraduate students, and was often nominated for teaching excellence awards. Additionally, Dr. Stevenson served as department
chair for a number of years, providing administrative navigation and leadership. Dr. Stevenson retired after the spring 2021 semester. Thank you for your years of service,
Dr. Stevenson.
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Religious studies in the news
April 2, 2021: Associate Professor Michael Zogry in AccuWeather: The hidden story behind the invention of
basketball
April 1, 2021: Emeritus Professor Timothy Miller in Input Magazine: Trouble in the Garden: The rise and fall
of the infamous TikTok commune
January 15, 2021: Associate Professor Michael Zogry in CNN Sports: James Naismith: Basketball inventor is
celebrated with Google doodle
December 25, 2020: Religion in Kansas Project in US News: University archivist plans podcast on Black Kansas
churches
December 18, 2020: Religion in Kansas Project in Topeka Capital-Journal: Humanities Kansas grant will help
launch a podcast focused on Black churches in area
September 10, 2020: Associate Professor Samuel Brody in the Berkley Forum: UBI and Jewish Traditions
September 4, 2020: Associate Professor Molly Zahn on CLAS Unwinding podcast: the evolution of writings in
the Dead Sea Scrolls
July 14, 2020: Associate Professor Molly Zahn in KU News: How the Dead Sea Scrolls authors rewrote the Bible, literally
May 26, 2020: Religious Studies M.A. alumnus Billy Jensen in the Lawrence Journal-World: How a famous
true-crime journalist and podcast host honed his calling at KU

Meet our Religious Studies Graduate Students
Maryam Abid

Studies and hopes to pair tools from critical theory with
human research methods to create holistic investigations
Zahra Hashemiolya is a Muslim woman and mother who
of the interconnected processes of human identity forgrew up in an Islamic country and studied Islam in the aca- mation, community organization, ritual enactment, and
demic and traditional sphere. The issue of women and
meaning making.
their rights has always been an important and challenging
issue for her. Islam, on the one hand, has set special finan- Ahmad Mustafa is a researcher and senior translator at Alcial rights for women and on the other hand, has deprived Azhar Observatory for Combating Extremism in Cairo,
them of some social rights which are conventional in
Egypt. He observes, analyzes and critiques reports related
Western countries. As a graduate student who has the
to extremism and Islamophobia. Mustafa holds a bacheopportunity to study religious studies outside of the Islam- lor’s degree in Islamic studies from Al-Azhar University
ic world, she likes to delve into women's rights in Islam.
and is currently a graduate student there. He also holds
two diplomas in Islamic studies from Cairo University and
Dev Mahaffey is a first-year student in the Religious Stud- the Higher Institute for Islamic Studies. Mustafa’s doing
ies graduate program who holds a BA in Religious Studies MA at University of Kansas as a Fulbright student. His reand Women's and Gender Studies from the University of search focuses on analyzing terror group discourse toward
Oklahoma. Dev's research interests include the new reli- non-Arab countries.
gious landscape, Neo-Pagan movements, religion and the
LGBTQ community, and religion and environment. Dev
Samuel Thomas
enjoys the broad and interdisciplinary nature of Religious
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Religious Studies Online
KU students can now complete an undergraduate minor in
religious studies online.
The online minor is an 18-hour program that allows you to
develop an understanding of religious diversity while pursuing a
different major field of study. You will gain knowledge of the
world's many religions, cultures, and customs and an education
that is valuable in business, medicine, journalism, law, and
other professions. The online minor can be completed entirely
online or with a mix of online and classroom courses.
REL 104 Introduction to Religious Studies
This course introduces students to the academic study of religions. It acquaints students with key methods and issues in religious studies, and provides an introductory survey of selected religions. Not open to students who have taken REL 105.
Satisfies: Goal 1 Outcome 1 (GE11) , Goal 3 Arts and Humanities (GE3H).

REL 106 Asian Religions
A basic introduction to religion in India, China, and Japan with emphasis upon religions that affect the modern period. Not open to students who have taken REL
108/EALC 108. (Same as EALC 105.) LEC.
Satisfies: Goal 4 Outcome 2 (AE42) , Goal 3 Arts and Humanities (GE3H).

REL 107 Jews, Christians, Muslims
A basic introduction to the major religious traditions of the Near East, Europe, and the Americas, with an emphasis on their development through the modern
period and their expressions in contemporary life. Not open to students who have taken JWSH 109 or REL 109. (Same as JWSH 107.)
Satisfies: Goal 4 Outcome 2 (AE42) , Goal 3 Arts and Humanities (GE3H).

REL 124 Understanding the Bible
An introduction to the literature of the Bible, exploring the relationships among the various types of literature present and the function of each type in the history
and religious life of the people who produced and used them. Cannot be taken concurrently with REL 311 or JWSH 321 or REL 315. Not open to students who
have taken REL 125 or JWSH 125. (Same as JWSH 124.)
Satisfies: Goal 4 Outcome 2 (AE42) , Goal 3 Arts and Humanities (GE3H).

REL 137 Religious Ethics and Moral Decisions
When faced with ethical dilemmas how do we decide what is the right course of action? In what ways are our decisions affected by religious ideas about morality? In this class we examine the ethical problems we encounter every day in light of the solutions offered from various religious traditions. Cases to be examined
include issues of life and death, war and peace, sexual morals, torture, the treatment of animals and the environment. LEC.
Satisfies: Goal 5 Outcome 1 (AE51).

REL 325 Introduction to Judaism
Analyzes a selection of the core texts, teachings, and practices of Jewish religious traditions in terms of classical and contemporary understanding. (Same as JWSH
325.) LEC.

REL 350 Islam
Islam's Origins, the prophet Muhammed, the Holy Koran, religious symbols and moral mandates, and historical developments. (Same as AAAS 349.)
Satisfies: Goal 4 Outcome 2 (AE42) , Goal 3 Arts and Humanities (GE3H).

REL 360 The Buddhist Tradition in Asia
A historical and geographical survey of the Buddhist tradition from its origins in India to modern day developments in the three major regional Buddhist cultures
of Southeast Asia, Tibet, and East Asia (China, Korea, and Japan). Prerequisite: Prior coursework in Asian studies or permission of instructor.
Satisfies: Goal 4 Outcome 2 (AE42) , Goal 3 Arts and Humanities (GE3H).
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Moore Reading Room News and Notes
The Religion in Kansas Project

The Moore Reading Room
(MRR) is the library of the University of Kansas Religious Studies
Department. The MRR's 15,000
volume collection, under development for over 118 years, explores the religious practices and
experiences of people around the
world. The MRR provides access
to a wealth of materials and resources, including the Religion in
Kansas Project and the Kansas
Bible Chair Collection. Due to its
quiet and inviting space, KU students voted the MRR one of the
best places to study on campus.
If you would like to learn
more about the MRR, including
catalog holdings, subject guides,
and donation and circulation policies, please visit:
religiousstudies.ku.edu/moorereading-room.
The Moore Reading Room is a one-of
-a-kind institution. A collection in
development for over one hundred years,
the Moore Reading Room is
dedicated to the pursuit of knowledge
and religious literacy. When you
contribute to the Moore Reading Room,
your gift benefits student learning, the
development of the collection, and the
preservation of a unique facility in the
state of Kansas.
Be a partner in our success.
Together, we are making the Moore
Reading Room a dynamic place for
student learning and research in the
twenty-first century.
Make a gift today.

The Religion in Kansas Project is an open access digital archive that creates
and curates online collections of oral histories, digitized ephemera, and digital exhibitions relating to religious experience and diversity in Kansas. Kansas is religiously a microcosm of the nation, with a history reflecting its inhabitants' varied
roots and a rich present-day diversity of religious experience. All of America’s largest religious families – Catholics, Methodists, Baptists, Lutherans – are well represented, but so are a legion of less populous groups. These include familiar faith
groups like Jews, Amish, Muslims, and Buddhists, and also those less well-known,
like Swedenborgians, Spiritualists, Theosophists, Pagans, Lawsonians, and Babsonians. The Religion in Kansas Project tells stories of religious multiplicity that are
uniquely Kansan, but integral to understanding the larger American religious experience.
The mission of the Religion in Kansas Project is to collect and digitally preserve
resources that document the history and diversity of religious experience in Kansas. An emphasis is made on making these resources free and
publicly available online. Through this endeavor, the Project
will help the public form connections to greater subjects of
diversity, religion, and American identity. The Religion in Kansas Project archive averages over 6,000 item views and 3,000
item downloads a year by users from the United States, Germany, France, United Kingdom, Italy, China, Canada, Japan,
Poland, and New Zealand.
The Religion in Kansas Project aspires to become a comprehensive database for resources and information documenting the historical and contemporary role of religion in
the lives of Kansans. We partner with libraries, archives, museums, religious communities, and individuals throughout the
state to facilitate the digitization and preservation of relevant resources. We welcome you to share your stories, photographs, videos, and other resources by uploading them through the website or by contacting Patricia Cecil, project archivist,
at pbcecil@ku.edu.
The Religion in Kansas Project collection is housed by and made accessible through the
Moore Reading Room, which is managed by the University of Kansas Department of Religious Studies, and through the Religion in Kansas Project website.
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The Religion in Kansas Project: Religious studies
Research in action
Faith in the Free State
Humanities Kansas recently awarded $10,000 to the Department of Religious Studies’ Religion in Kansas Project to support the “Faith in the Free State Podcast” project. The Religion in Kansas Project, an open
access digital archive that creates and curates online collections of oral histories, digitized ephemera, and digital exhibitions relating to religious experience and diversity in Kansas,
will create a free, publicly available podcast exploring the faith and
Read news coverage of the project:
activism of black churches in Northeast Kansas. Today, research
shows that African Americans are more likely than any other group in University archivist plans podcast on
the United States to report a formal religious affiliation; however,
Black Kansas Churches, US News
conversations about what the black church is and the role churches
December 25, 2020
play in social life is changing due to necessary Covid-19 pandemic responses as well as renewed racial justice activism across the nation.
Humanities Kansas grant will help
This limited-series podcast will examine the evolving ways in which
launch a podcast focused on Black
black churches provide spiritual inspiration, cultural strength, and so- churches in area, Topeka Capitalcial empowerment to African American communities during unprece- Journal
dented times, offering a compelling living narrative of Kansas reliDecember 18, 2020
gious experience. The podcast will bring community and scholarly
voices together to offer nuanced narratives about the challenges
“Faith in the Free State” Religion in
faced by and the strengths found within black churches today in the
Kansas Project podcast receives HuNortheast Kansas region.
manities Kansas grant
The podcast will be available to stream to a global audience
December 10, 2020
via podcast platforms iTunes, Spotify, and Soudcloud. In December
2021 the Religion in Kansas Project will host a live digital podcast event, bringing together scholars and community members to discuss contemporary struggles and triumphs of Northeast Kansas Black churches. Patricia Cecil, archivist associate for the Department of Religious Studies, serves as project director, and Dr. Dorthy
Pennington serves as Humanities Consultant. Grace Awbrey, Religious Studies major, and Emily Counsil, English major, serve as Religion in Kansas Project interns.
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Departmental awards, 2021
The following students received awards for achievements in the Department of Religious Studies.

Lewis Ethics Essay Award
Ann Carlson

Lynn F. Taylor Memorial Award
Sydney Summers

Department of Religious Studies Prizes for
Student Research
Undergraduate

Mika Schrader
Sydney Summers
Graduate
Dev Mahaffey

Theta Alpha Kappa Initiate
Paige Breyfogle

Graduating Students, 2021
Graduate Students
Ahmad Mustafa

Undergraduate Students
Majors
Garrison Branom
Paige Breyfogle
Ann Carlson
Tiffany McIntosh
Jackson Reed
Sydney Summers

Minors
James Evans
Avital Hecker
Lillian Higgins
Alyse Maender

Congratulations!
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Support Religious Studies at the University of Kansas
Visit KU Endowment to donate to Religious Studies!
The Department of Religious Studies at the University of Kansas offers degree programs leading to Bachelor
of Arts,
Bachelor of General Studies, and Master of Arts degrees. We are the only dedicated Religious Studies Department in a
public university in Kansas, and one of only six such departments in public universities between the Mississippi River and the Rocky Mountains, Canadian border, and Gulf of Mexico that offers a graduate degree in the
academic study of religion. The department is housed in Irma I. Smith Hall on the main KU campus in Lawrence and is a unit within the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. It marks the latest incarnation in a tradition
of academic study of religion on Mount Oread that dates back to the turn of the twentieth century.
The generosity of private gifts supports much of our work in the Department of Religious Studies. We are
grateful to the many donors who contribute to the work of our department and to the legacy of religious
study at the University of Kansas.
Scholarship support and other types of private assistance are vital to the success of the KU College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences and the Department of Religious Studies. To make a gift, create an endowed fund, set up a
planned gift, or to find out more about the impact of private gifts, please contact Brandon Woodard, CLAS
Development Officer at
785-832-7397 or bwoodard@kuendowment.org.
Save a stamp and contribute online or by phone! Visit www.kuendowment.org/give to make a contribution
to the
Department of Religious Studies online or call 785-830-7576 to make a contribution over the phone.
Please make sure to note that your gift should benefit the Department of Religious Studies — and thank
you for your support!
The Department of Religious Studies would like to take this opportunity to thank the Friends of the
Department of Religious Studies and our private donors for their support of scholarships, faculty
research, the Moore Reading Room, and special programs.
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Friends of the Department of Religious Studies
at the University of Kansas
1300 Oread Avenue • Lawrence, Kansas 66045

Dear Friends,

BOARD OF
TRUSTEES
2019-2020
Shirley Andrews
Salina
Luke Bobo
Lawrence
Katie Hobson
Lawrence
Lauren Hoopes
Lawrence

Linda Luckey
(Interim President)
Lawrence
Rachel Myslivy
Lawrence
Melodie Woerman
(Secretary)
Topeka

Wow. When I think about all of the ways that current students, faculty, and staff have
had to adapt and carry forward this year, the word that comes to mind is wow. Your
fortitude and resilience to carry on the important work of Religious Studies over the
past year and a half is inspiring. The Friends of the Department of Religious Studies
board thanks you for your dedication.
The Friends would also like to extend heartfelt gratitude to all of you who continue to
support the work of the Department with your gifts and talents. Your contributions
along with the funds stewarded by the members of the board of directors create valuable opportunities for research and scholarly impact more broadly.
A special thank you goes out to Mahasweta Banerjee who needed to resign from the
board due to personal reasons. She has been a member for many years and will be
missed.
The board has undergone a major staffing transition that has had officers focused a little
more administratively this year. The change has opened up conversations about the history of the board as well as questions about creative ways we might be able to enhance
our partnership with the Department. We are excited at the possibilities.
As we look toward the 2021-22 school year, we affirm the leadership of Michael J.
Zogry, Ph.D., who keeps us informed of the Department activities, but who more importantly has guided the Department through unprecedented circumstances during his
tenure.
If you have an interest in becoming part of the Board of Trustees of the Friends of the
Department of Religious Studies, I would be very happy to hear from you. We are a
401c3 (which is unique in friends boards at the university) charged with stewardship
and distribution of funds on behalf of the department. My email is at the bottom of this
letter if you’d like more information or would like to nominate yourself or others for the
board.

Best regards,
Katie Hobson
Vice President, Friends of the Department of Religious Studies
knhobs@gmail.com

